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Let P be the distribution of a stationary marked point process on R and let Pi be
its Palm distribution with respect to a set L of marks. The probability measures P;,~,
i E Z, arise from P by shifting the origin to the ith occurrence with mark in L. In
Nieuwenhuis (1991) the well-known approximation of P~ by the mean of Pl,t, ..., Pn,t
under an ergodicity condition was proved to be uniform. If this condition is not satisfied,
then the (uniform) limit of this mean can still be characterized.
In this paper it is proved that in the results just mentioned P may be replaced by
Pi,, where L' is another set of marks with L fl L' - 0. In a`dual' theorem the roles of P
and Pi are interchanged. Starting from PL the uniform convergence of a Césaro mean of
shifted probabilities is considered. Under a weak ergodicity condition the limit is equal
to P.
AMS 1980 subject classifications. Primary 60G55; secondary 60G10, 60F15.
Key words and phrnses. Palm distribution, marked point process, cross-convergence
results.2
1 Introduction
Let K be a complete and separable metric space. A marked point process on R with
mark space K is a random element ~ in the class of all integer-valued measures ~ on the
a-field Bor R x Bor K such that:
y~(A x K) G oo for all bounded A E Bor R.
Let MK be this class and endow it with the a-field ~íK generated by the sets [yo(Ax L) -
k] :- {~p E MK : y~(A x L) - k}, k E No, L E Bor K and A E Bor R. The distribution
of ~ will be denoted by P, a probability measure on (Mx, JNK).
For y~ E MK and L E Bor K we define cpL E MK and the counting measure cp~ on
Bor R by ~pL(B) :- cp(B fl (R x L)) and ~pL(A) :- y~(A x L), B E Bor R x Bor K and
A E Bor R. Set
M .- y~ E ltil~,- : y~L(-oo,0 - cpL(0, oo); y~K s) G 1 for all s E R, L ~
ML :- {4~ E li1L : ~L({0}) - 1},
JViL :- ML (1 JViK and ML :- M~ Íl J:~iK,
L E BorK. Define ~(L) :- E~L(0,1]. It will always be assumed that ~(or rather
P) is stationary (i.e., ~(t f.) -d ~ for all t E R), that P(A1K )- 1, and that the
intensity a(K) is finite. We will only consider L E BorK with P(tlii)- 1. The atoms
of cp E MK are denoted by (X;(y~), k;(y~)) E R x K, i E Z, with the convention
... G X-i(~) C Xo(4o) L 0 G Xi(4~) G....
X;(y~) is interpreted as the ith occurrence (or point) of y~, k;(cp) as the accessory mark.
For cp E Mi we write X;'(y~) :- X;(~pL), the `ith L-point of y~', and ~;'(cp) :- X~l(y~) -
XL('P)-
Two types of shifts will be considered. The time shífts T~ : MK ~ Mj~ , t E R, are
determined by Ticp(A x L) :- ~p((t ~- A) x L), ~p E MK, A E BorR and L E BorK.
Note that cp(t f.) - T~~p can be represented by {(X;(y~) - t, k;(y~)) : i E Z}. For fixed
L E Bor K with P(Mi )- 1 the point shifts 19,,,L : Mi --. Mi , n E Z, are defined by3
~9,,,tc~ :- y~(Xn (c~) f.). The probability measures P,,,t :- Pt9;,i, n E Z, on (Mi~~i)
arise from P by shifting the origin to the nth occurrence.
Let L E Bor K be such that P(Mi )- 1. We now consider the Palm distribution
Pi of ~ with respect to L. The formal definition of Pi follows below, but intuitively
Pi is the conditional distribution of ~ given the occurrence of an arbitrary L-point in
the origin. This intuitive meaning of P~ can (at least in the ergodic case) indeed be
confirmed, since P~(B), B E ~Ni , can be approximated by
n
n~ P[i9,,,tc,o E B], n E N,
~-i
if ~ satisfies some weak ergodicity condition. Here [~9,,,t~p E B] :- {~p E ML : 19,,,t~p E
B}. In Nieuwenhuis ( 1991) it has been proved that the convergence in question holds
uniformly for B E A~ti. If, however, this ergodicity condition is not satisfied, then the
(uniform) limit Qi(B) of the sequence in (1.1) is not necessarily equal to Py(B), but
can still be characteriaed. See Theorem 1.2 below.
In Section 4 it is proved that in the above results (as stated in Theorem 12) P may be
replaced by Pi,, where L' E Bor K is another set of marks, L fl L' - 0. The resulting
theorem concerns the limit behavior of (n-1 ~;1 Pi,(~9,,,t4~ E B])„EN. It can be compared
with Theorem 3 in Konstantopoulos and Walrand (1988), which in essence concerns weak
convergence of (Pi,[i9n,ty~ E .])„EN under some mixing condition. See also Kónig and
Schmidt ( 1986).
In Section 3 the roles of P and PL in Theorem 1.2 are interchanged. It is proved that
the Césaro mean
1 t
t~ P~[Ttc~ E B]dx, t E(O,oo),
tends to some limit Qt(B) as t~ oo, uniformly for B E Nl~. The probability measure
Qt turns out to be equal to P if some weak ergodicity condition holds. The probability
measures Qt and Qi are connected.
Our treatment involves conditioning on invariant o-fields. Some preliminary lemmas are
proved in Section 2.
In our proves we have to go from P~ to P or from P to Pi, several times. The method used
to bridge these gaps (the `R.adon-Nikodym approach', see Nieuwenhuis ( 1991; Section
1)), is a consequence of Theorem 1.1.4
We next formalize some of the notions mentioned above and give some other defini-
tions and notations.
For L E Bor K with P(Mi )- 1 the Palm distribution Pi of ~ (or rather P) with respect
to L is defined by
4((o,1]x L) l
Pi(A) :- ~(L) E ~ la(~r,L~)J
, A E~li.
~-i
Intuitively Pi arises from P by shifting the origin to an arbitrary L-point. Note the
difference between Pi and Po,L, in notation as well as in interpretation. Several prob-
ability measures on (Mi ,~li ) have been defined now: P, Pi, P,,,L. In this research
expectations with respect to these measures are denoted by E, Ei, E,,,L, respectively.
When another probability measure Q on (Mi ,~tL ) is considered, we will write EQ.
Expectation with respect to an universal probability space (f2,.P, P) is (as in (1.3)) de-
noted by E.
Note that PL(i1~li) - 1. The probability measure P~ has the following properties:
Pi~9ni- P~ for all n E Z, (1.4)
P(A) -~(L) ~~ Pi~-~i(5~) ~ u; 4~(u f~) E A]du, A E A~tL . (1.5)
See Franken et al. (1982), )Vlatthes, Kerstan and Mecke (1978), Kallenberg (1983~86),
and Brandt, Franken and Lisek (1990) for more information.
The inversion formula (1.5) expresses P in terms of Pi; the definition in (1.3) expresses
PL in terms of P. There is another way of going from Pi to P (and vice versa). The
essence of the approach in question is contained in the next theorem. It is proved in
Nieuwenhuis (1989), with an extension to marked point processes in Nieuwenhuis (1991;
Section 5).
(Two probability distributions Ql and Q2 on a common measurable space are said to
be equivalent (notation Q1 ~ Qz) if they have the same null-sets. A Radon-Nikodym
derivative of Q1 with respect to Qz is denoted by dQ .)5
Theorem 1.1 Let n E Z and let L E Bor K 6e such that P(M~)- 1. Then
(i) Pn,L ~ Pi,
(ii) d - ~(L)aL„ Pi-a.s.
t
Suppose that f: ML -a R is Pi-integrable. We are now able to express the Pi-
expectation of f in terms of a P-expectation:
E~f - ~(L)Eo,L ( ~á f~ - ~~L)E I ~ó f o t9o,L~ .
Reversely, if g : Mi ~ R is P-integrable with Eg - Eg o ~9o,L, then P-expectation of g
can be transformed to a Pi-expectation:
Eg - Eo,Lg - ~(L)EL( aóg). (1.7)
For more information we refer to Nieuwenhuis (1991). The approach in (1.6) and (1.7),
where Po,L is used as a bridge between Pi and P, is very common in this research.
Consider the following invariant v-fields:
Z'L:-{AENti : T;'A-AforalltER}and
ZL :- {A E ~1L : ~3,.LA - A}.
~(or rather P) is called ergodic if P(A) E{0,1 } for all A E ZK; it is called pseudo- L
-ergodic if
Ei(aó~ZL) - ~(L) Pi - a.s.
Pi is called ergodic if Pi(A) E{0,1} for all A E ZL.
The following theorem has been the inspiration and motivation for this research. In
this cross-convergence result Pi is approximated when starting from P. It is proved in
Nieuwenhuis (1991; Sections 4 and 5).6
Theorem 1.2 Let L E Bor K be such that P(,~fi)- 1. Then
1 "
n~ p~~;.L4~ E B] ~ E(E~(1B~ZL)) -: Qi(B)
~-i
(1.10)
uniformly for B E~lL . The probability measure Q~ on (111i , Nli) is equivalent to Pi
and
dQi
dPi - ~(L)Ei(aó~Zt) PL - a.s.
Q~ and Pi ar~e equal iff ~ is pseudo- L-ergodic.
Let Ql and Q2 be probability measures on a common measurable space, both dominated
by a a'-finite measure tc and having densities hl and hz respectively. The total variation
distance between Q1 and Qz is defined by
d(Q~,Qs) :- f ~h~ - hs~dF~.
It is well-known that
d(Q~,Q~) - 2sup IQ~(A) - Qz(A)~ - 2(Q~[h~ ? hz] - Q~(h~ ? hz]). (1.11)
A
As a final remark we note that, when talking about Radon-Nikodyn derivatives, the
supplement a.s. (almost surely) is often suppressed.
2 Conditioning on invariant ~-fields
One of the objectives of this research is to obtain some uniform cross- convergence results
without assuming ergodicity. To realize this in this general setting we will condition on
invariant a'-fields.
Recall the definitions of ZL and Zi in (1.8).7
Lemma 2.1 Let L E Bor K. Then:
(a) If A E ZL, then ~9;;LA - A for all i E Z.
(b) ZL - Zi.
Proof. Let A E ZL. For ~i E~1i we have
tli E A iff ~91,t~(i E A. (2.1)
Let ~p E Mi. Since ~91,L -~i,t o~o,t, we obtain (by applying (2.1) twice) that
~p E A iff t91,L(~o,Ly~) E A iff ~o,L~p E A.
Consequently, ~9ó,~A - A.
Since ~9o,L - ~i,L ~~-1,L~ we have for cp E M~ , as another consequence of (2.1),
~ E A iff ~9~.L(~-~,L4~) E A iff ~9-~,LS~ E A.
Hence, ~9-i,LA - A. Since ~9;,L -~i.t and ~9-;,L - ~9'1,L for all i~ 1, part (a) follows
immediately.
For A E Zi we have: y~ E A iff Tty~ E A, for all t E R and yo E My . Consequently,
y~EAiff~91,Ly~EA,forall~E!f1L. So,~9i,~A-AandZiCZL.
Let A E ZL. By (a) we have
y~ E A iff ~9;,Ly~ E A, for all ~ E t11i and i E Z. (2.2)
Let y~ E Mi and t E R. Take i E Z such that X;' 1(y~) C t C X~(cp). Then
T~y~ E A iff ~9,,L(Tt~p) E A iff ~9;,Ly~ E A iff ~p E A,
cf. (2.2). So, Tt 'A - A and ZL C 7L. Part (b) follows immediately. ~8
Note that as a consequence of Lemma 2.1 every ZL-measurable function f: M~ ~[0, oo)
satisfies
f o~~,L(4~) - f(~) and f o Tt(S~) - f(~P) (2.3)
forallcpEMi,iEZ,andtER.
In view of Section 4 we next consider two disjoint sets of marks. So, let L, L' E Bor K




.- ML n Mi and ~1~1LL, :- MiL, n.Mx,
.- {A E Mit' - ~~,iA - A},
.- {AE~iL~,:T~'A-AforalltER}.
In this context the maps ~91,L and Ti, t E R, will always be restricted to A1LL,. The
following relations can easily be proved:
Z'L n Mi - Z'L,L, and ZL n Mi - ZL,L';
Z'L,t, C Zi and ZL,L' C ZL
At first sight part (b) of the next lemma seems rather surprising.
Lemma 2.2 Let L, L' E Bor K with L n L' - 0. Then:
(a) If A E ZL,L~, then t9;.~A - A for all i E Z;
(b) ZL,L' - ZL,L' - ZL',L~
(2.4)
Proof. The proof of (a) is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1(a). Part (b) is an immediate
consequence of Lemma 2.1(b) and (2.4) since
Zi,L' - ZL n Mi - ZL n Mi - ZL,L' - rL',L
- Z'L, n Mi - ZL, n M~ - Zv,L. o
Next a stationary point process ~ with distribution P is put upon the stage. Suppose
that P(Mi )- 1. Since Zi C Z'K and Z'L - Z'K n JN~ , the o-field ZK in the definition9
of ergodicity of P in Section 1 may equivalently be replaced by Zi. As a consequence of
Lemma 2.1(b) we obtain:
P is ergodic ~ Pi is ergodic,
P is ergodic ~ P is pseudo-L-ergodic.
See also Nieuwenhuis ( 1991; Section 4).
In the following lemma some special conditional expectations are compared. The ran-
dom variable Ni : Mi -. I~'o is defined by Ni(~p) :- ~pL(0,1].
Lemma 2.3 Let L, L' E Bor K with L fl L' - 0 and P(Mi ~,) - 1. Then:
(a) Ei(~óIZL) ~ 0 and E( ó ~ZL) - E(N' ~Z~) - EL(á~ P- and Pi-a.s.
(b) E(aó ~ZL.L~) - EL(a -~-~Z) Pi,-a.s.
Proof. Let A E ZL. Note that aó - aó o ~9o,t. By (2.3), Theorem 1.1, and (1.3)
we have
E(lAE( ~~IZc,)) - E(la ~L) - Eo,i(lA ~~) - ~(L)Pco,(A) - E(lAN~ ).
~o ao ~o
Under P the first equality in the right-hand part of ( a) is a consequence of this obser-
vation. Since Pi and Po,L have the same null-sets, this equality is also valid under Pi.
(The left-hand part of (2.3) is used here.) Set B :- (Ei(aá (ZL) G 0]. Then
~ ~ Ei(1BEi(aó~Zt)) - Ei(1Baó).
Since P~[~ó 1 0] - 1, we obtain
Pi(B`) - 1 and P(B`) - E(18~ 0190,~) - Po,L(B`) - 1.
The left-hand part of (a) follows.




- E lq O 19p.L 1
EL(aOIZt) ~ ~O,L)
- a(L)EL Cap la
Ei(~c,))
- ~(L)Pi(A) - E C1A~ I .
olll
equality we conditioned on ZL. The right-hand part of (a) follows immedi-
Next (b). Since ZL,L- - ZL n Mi and P(Mi ~,) - 1, it is obvious that (a) remains valid
if ZL is replaced by ZL,L~. So, part (b) holds under P. Since ZL,L~ - ZL~,L C ZL~, both
conditional expectations in (b) are ZL~-measurable. Hence, equality holds Pp,L,-a.s. as
well. By Theorem 1.1(ii) part (b) follows. O
The following equality is proved in Nieuwenhuis (1991).
Ei Cf ao g o T,ds~Zt~ - E(gIZL)Ei(~ó ~ZL) P- and P~- a.s. (2.6)
0
Here g :~1~ -~ R is P-integrable. It holds as well with ZL replaced by ZL,L~. According
to the above reference Relation (2.6) can be considered as a conditional version of the
inversion formula (1.5).
3 Approximation of P
In this section convergence of the Cesaro mean t'I fó Pi[Try~ E B]dx will be considered.
The limit QL(B) is related to the limit Qi(B) of (1.1).
By a generalization of Theorem 3.1 in Nieuwenhuis (1991) (see Section 5 of this
reference) it is obvious that
1 t
- f 1B o Trdx -~ E(1B~ZL) P- and Pi-a.s. (3.1)
t o
for all B E~1L . The limit equals P(B) if ~ is ergodic. By dominated convergence we
have
t Jot PL(TZ~P E B]dx --~ Ei(E(1BIZL)] -: QL(B) (3.2)11
for all B E~1i . QL is a probability measure on (Mi ,~ti). By Theorem 1.1(ii) and
conditioning on Z~ we obtain
Qc(B) -~(L) E L
~o E(la~ZL)J
-~(L)E L1BE `oó IZ`I J
Since E(l~a:ó ~ZL) ~ 0 P-a.s. (see Lemma 2.3(a)),
Qt n- P and
ddPL -,1(L) E ( ó ~ZL)
P-a.s. (3.3)
This observation will be used in the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 The convergence in (3.2) holds unijormly for B E JVIi . If ~ is pseudo-
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C a(~1[IxóI~il }~(L)too 1[[x; ~~i]
~,~(L)aó 1[Ixó ~~e) f.~ L t
for all B E~ly . As a consequence the left-hand side of (3.4) is bounded from above by
~(L)E (~ó 1[aó~:]) f~(L)t - 2Pi(ao 1 t] f~(L)t,
which tends to 0 as t~ oo.
Next (3.5). Set
Qi,t(B) -- ~(L)t ~t E (al-[,1B o TZ~ dx.
0
Note that Q~,~ is a probability measure on (Al~ , Mi). By (3.1) and dominated conver-
gence we obtain
Qe,L(B) -' E~~(L)aó E(1BITL)J as t-. oo. (3.6)
Since E(1B~ZL) - E(1B~ZL) o do,~, the limit in (3.6) equals QL(B). By stationarity and
Fubini's theorem we have
Q~,~(B) -(1) ~` E~ L 1 1B~ dx - E~1B (1) f` L 1 dx~ .
~Lt o aooT-r .~Lt o ~ooT-r
So, Qt,y is dominated by P and
dQ~,L 1 ~~ 1
dP - a(L)t Jo ~ó o T r
x P-a.s.
By an ergodic results similar to (3.1) we obtain
t
1 ~ L 1 di -~ E 1 ~ ~Z~ P-a.s.




for all n E N. Lemma A2.1 in Brandt, Franken and Lisek ( 1990) ensures that
~n-1 Jó(aó o T-z)-lda) is uniformly P-integrable. By (1.11), (3.7) and (3.3) it is
nEN
obvious that
d(Q~.L, QL) - E
e 1 ~ 1 1 1
a(L)t Jo ao o T-Zdx -~(L) E áó ~Zt ~0
as N~ t~ oo, which proves (3.5) for discrete time-parameter. The transition to
continuous time-parameter follows immediately.
The second part of the theorem is a consequence of (3.3), the definition of pseudo-L-
ergodicity in (1.9), and Lemma 2.3(a). o
Note that by stationarity of P and the right-hand part of (2.3),
QL~Ta4~ E B~ -~~L)E ~E ~á~ZL~ 1B o TaJ
` o
~(L E LE `ó IZ~~
leJ - QL(B)
for all B E~li. Hence, QL is stationary. Since Q~ - P and QL - Pi (see (1.10))
provided that ~ is pseudo-L-ergodic, one might wonder if QL is the Palm distribution
with respect to L associated with QL.
To prove that this is usually not the case, let Qi be this Palm distribution associated
with QL and let ~(L) be the intensity of QL. Recall the definition of Ni in Section 2.
By (3.3), conditioning on ZL, Theorem 1.1, and Lemma 2.3 we have
~(L) - EoLNi - ~(L)E (ó E(Ni ~ZL)) - ~(E(Ni ~Zi)) - Ei(1~~(aó (ZL))-
Since (cf. (1.3) and (3.3))14
Ni
1
Qi(B) - ~(L) Evc ~ le o ~~.t
~-~
for all B E ~NL, we obtain
Qi(B) -
Ei(1~Eío.~( ó ~It)))' B E~ti .
rNi
1 E I~1BOt9~.t'E(
1tIIt)J ~(L)~(L) l~-i ~o
N l
~(L)~(L)E ~~ (1BE (át~ZL~~ o~;.tJ ;-1 0
0 ~(L)Et `1BE `~t'Ztl ~
Consequently,
Q~~Pi and dQi - 1~E[o,Í~ó~Zt)
dPi Ei(lIEi(aó~Zt))
Hence (cf. Theorem 1.2),
dQi dQidPi 1~(Ei(aó~Zt))~
dQg - dPi dQ~ - a(L)Ei(IIEi(~ó~Zt))
and
Qi - Qi iff 4' is pseudo-L-ergodic.
This last result ensures that Q~ is the Palm distribution with respect to L associated
with Qt iff 4i is pseudo-L-ergodic.15
4 Approximation of PL starting from PL~
Let L, L' E Bor I~ be such that Lf1 L' -~ and P(Mi~,) - 1. In this section our emphasis
is on the Palm distributions P~ and Pi,, now considered as probability measures on
(M~L,, M~t,). Relation (1.10) expresses uniform approximation of P~, starting from
P. It holds as well with PL, instead of P.
Since the restriction of Ei(1B~Z~) to Mi~, equals Ei(1B~ZL,L~) Pi- and P-a.s., the
following cross ergodic theorem holds:
1 "
-~ 1B o 19~.~ ~ Ei(Ia~ZL.[,~) P-a.s.,
n ~-i
B E J~1i~~. Our starting point is now Pi,. So, we are interested in the probability
measure QL,L~ defined by
Qc.c,~(B) -- Ei~~Ei(lalZL.v)~, B E ~ti~,. (4.2)
Since Zt,t~ - ZL~,~ (cf. Lernma 2.2), it follows that
Po.c~(A) - E( ln o do.L~) - E(la) - E(lA o t9o.L) - Po.L(A)
for all A E ZL,~~. 5et ll~lo :- MLf1Mi and Ao :- [Ei(1,~yo~ZL,L~) - 1]. Since Pi(Ao) - 1,
Ao E I~,L~, and P~ ~ Po,t, we obtain: PL,(Ao) - 1. ConsequentlY, Qt,t~(Mo) - 1.
Using the Radon-IV`ikodym derivatives dP~,~dPo,~~ and dPo,L~dP~, cf. Theorem 1.1, we
obtain
QL,L~(B) - ~(L,) E I oo, E~(1BIzL.L-)J
~(L,) E I E(~L~ ~Zc.c~~ Ei(18~ZL.c~)J L o
~~L~~ L
aóE (á ~~ZL.[,~ ~ EL(1B~zL,L,)1
0
~~L~ Ei L
Ei(1BEi(~ó ~Zt,L~)E I a~~ ~ZL,L ~ ~Zc..L~)J ` o16
-~(L) Eo f 1B ~(aó ~Zt.t') 1
- ~(L') t l Ei (nó~~ZLt )J'
B E ~fy~,. In the second and fourth equality we conditioned on Zt,t,; the last equality
is a consequence of Lemma 2.3(b). Consequently, on (MiL,, ~1~1it,) we have:
0
Qt,t~ ~ Pt and dQt.t~ ~(L)E~(~ó (ZL.t~)
dPi - ~(L')Ei~(~ó~~ZL,t~)
This observation is essential for the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1
(a) Relation (4.1) holds as well with Pi, ínstead of P.
(b) The convergence
1 "
n~ PL'~~i~L~ E B~ -~ QL,L'(B)
,-i
is uniform for B E.ML t,.
(c) If ~ is pseudo-L-ergodic and pseudo-L'-ergodic, then Qt,t, equals Pi.
Proof. Let v : MiL, -~ No be defined by v(c,~) :- yot(Xó ~(y~), 0], y~ E Mit,. 5ince
~;,t o ~o,t~4~ - ~(XL „~w~(4~) f -), we obtain
n 1
Po,t~ n~.1B o di,t ~ Ei(1B~ZL,L~)J ,-i
- P [,'-,~18 0 ~~-~,t --~ Ei(1eIZL.t~)J r-i
n-v l
- P n~ 1B ~ ~7,L -~ Ei(IaIZL,t~)J
,
jcl-v
B E A~IiL,. The last probability equals 1 since (4.1) remains valid if in the summation
n is replaced by n- v. Since PL, ~ Po,t,, part (a) follows immediately.17
By dominated convergence it is obvious that (4.4) holds for all B E~liL,; only the
uniformity of the convergence remains to prove. Define
n-v(~p)
Rn(B, ~) -- ~ 1 L, 1 ~ 1B ~~j,L(S~),
~(L )~o (4~) n i-1-~(v)
Sn(B, ~P) ~-
~(L~)~L (V~) n.y 1B
o ~9j,t(4~),
o ~-1
for ~p E MiL, and B E JNLL,. Note that the left-hand side in (4.4) equals ERn(B).
Since




for all y~ E 1~1~L,, we obtain:
EI Rn(B) - sn(B)~ S~(L,) E I~o, li~~n~J } n~(L') E [aó'J '
uniformly for B E,MiL,. This upper bound tends to 0 as n-~ oo. Hence, it is sufFicient
to prove that
suP ~ESn(B) - C~lL,~'(B)~ -. 0 as n-. oo .
BEMi,L,
For this we define probability measures p;,~ as follows
F~;,c(B) :- E I~(Ll)~o,1B o~9~,LJ
, B E~1iL,.
By (1.5), Fubini's theorem, and (1.4) we obtain:
~~,c(B) -~(L') Jo~ EL [aL' o T (1B o ~9;,L o T„)1 ~ 1II du
0 u Ioo ,u)J
aL 1 0 ~ 1






- p QO~ O T„ o ti-i.L
Hence, for all i and n E N we have
~i,L ~ PL an d dl~i,L ~(L)
dPi - ~(L~)Oi,
dES„ a(L) 1 "
ES„ K Pi and
dPL - a(L,) n~ n;.
By (4.3), (4.7), and the definition of d just above (1.11) we obtain
d(ESn,Qt.t') - ~~L~Ecp.
1 n Ei(aó ~Zt,L')
-~~~ - o L'
n i-1 EL'(~0 IZL,L')
Note that (r~; ) is Pi-stationary. So,
1 " aó 1
n~ 0; -~ Ei ~~ oL, o T du~ZL,L' P~- a.s. (4.9)
;-~ 0 u
By (2.6) and Lemma 2.3(b) the limit in (4.9) is equal to
o L `
E~~o, ~TL.v~ EG(aó ~ZL,G') - E~
(~ó ITL,LII
P~- a.s. (4.10)
Since the sequence (~; 1 n;~n) is uniformly P~- integrable (cf., e.g., Brandt, Franken
and Lisek (1990; L.A2.1)), we obtain by (4.8)-(4.10) that
d(ES,,, QL,L~) -i 0 as n~ oo,
see also Brémaud ( 1981; Th.T26). This proves (4.5) and hence part (b).
Part (c) is an immediate consequence of (4.3) and Lemma 2.3. o19
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